
 

 
CONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

 
 

 “We pay a heavy price for conflict – not only individually and relationally, but organisationally and socially – through litigation, strikes, reduced 
productivity, poor morale, wasted time and resources, unnecessary resignations and terminations, lost customers, dysfunctional relationships 

with colleagues, destructive battles with competing departments, stifling rules and regulations, gossip and rumours and 
reduced opportunities for team work, synergy, learning and change.” – Ken Cloke & Joan Goldsmith 

 
“Poor communication often takes place at the first client/lawyer meeting, termed ‘client engagement’ in the Australian setting and 

disappointment is not its only outcome.  It appears clients are more likely to sue a firm or to demand a reduction in fees if the lawyer fails to take 
clear instructions at the first meeting and, even more importantly, fails to check those instructions with the client.” – Joanna Kalowski 

 
 

 CONFERENCE THEMES 
 
 

Conflict, whether at work, at school, in families or in commercial dealings is an opportunity for  
effective communication and collaboration - but what skills do we need? 

 
Why is there resistance to accepting the importance and value of effective communication? 

 
How can Dispute Resolution providers and processes foster effective communication skills? 

 
 

AREAS FOR EXPLORATION 
 
 

What are the critical features of effective communication? 
 

Why is it important and what are the outcomes if you achieve it at work, home, in business dealings? 
 

What evidence is there to support the view that effective communication can deliver significant outcomes? 
 

What are the barriers to effective communication? 
Family background/experience/damage 

People do not/will not listen 
Lack of mindfulness, self-awareness, empathy and adaptability 

Cultural and other “situational” factors 
A lack of quality training in communication and conflict resolution skills at school, university, work or in the community 

Inappropriate timing, location and/or means of communication 
Generational differences – acceptance and use of social media 

 
Why is it worth seeking to overcome these barriers? 

 
The real problems/risks arising from poor communications: 

At work: bullying, harassment, stress, turnover 
In the family context: disconnection, separation, domestic violence and “breeding” of bad communicators 

Business: lost opportunities, delays, losses 
The likelihood/risk of “escalation” of disagreements into unhealthy disputes and litigation 

 
Why do disputes escalate and what is the price to be paid? 

 
The full spectrum of dispute resolution options and the need to consider the value / utility of each of them. 

 
The problems that arise if the litigation option is chosen before ADR options are explored or fully exhausted 

Perils of considering ADR as merely part of the litigation process 
Lawyer ‘conflict of interest’ issues 

Lost opportunities for relationship restoration 
 

ADR in the context of litigation and the role(s) of lawyers 
If/when ADR is to occur in the ‘shadow of a trial’ 

How do we maximise its value as a tool for the true disputants to exercise ownership/control of their own problems 
How do we use it as an opportunity to help people to become more effective and trusting communicators 

 
Consideration of the contribution and importance of acknowledgement, mindfulness and emotional intelligence in conflict resolution 

 
The nature and value of communication training – dealing with workplace communication problems and solutions 

The reasons for resistance to such training 
 

The impact of social media on connection and effective communication and the growth of online dispute resolution 
 

“I have seen people who have been treated appallingly by their peers, but mostly everyone contributes (to the conflict) 
either by what they do or don’t do.” – John McDonald 

 
“Mediation inevitably struggles with enabling motivation in feuding parents to better manage hostilities towards each other, and finding a mutual 
desire to end conflict often proves elusive.  However, the intrinsic concern that parents have for their children can be harnessed to bring about a 

shared desire for improvement in their children’s lives, motivating them to forego their own perceived needs for ‘justice’ or retribution with 
respect to each other, in the service of a deeper understanding of the negative consequences of their conflict on their children.”   – Bill Hewlett 

 
 


